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Abstract: This work presents a rad-hard 12-bit 3 MS/s resistor string DAC for space applications. The converter has been developed using rad-hardened techniques both at architecture and layout levels starting from a conventional topology. The design considers the different effects of the radiation that could damage the circuits in space environments. The DAC has been developed and integrated a standard CMOS 0.13 μm technology by IHP, using RHBD techniques. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) requires a TID value of around 100 krad (Si), according to the expected length of the mission. The temperature range is between −55 °C and 125 °C. The DAC power budget is similar to that of terrestrial applications. The measured INL (Integral Non-Linearity) and DNL (Differential Non-Linearity) are better than 0.2 LSB, while the ENOB (Effective Number Of Bits) at a 3 MS/s clock exceeds 9.7 bits while loading a 10 pF capacitor. The DAC has been characterized under radiation, showing a fluctuation in the analog output lower than 2 LSB (mainly due to measurement uncertainty) up to 500 krad (Si). Power consumption shows a negligible increase, too. A 10-bit version of the same DAC as the downscaled 12-bit one has been developed as well.
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1. Introduction

In a continuously evolving scenario thanks to new silicon processes and more demanding requirements coming from the space community, DACs and ADCs help moving functions belonging to the analog world towards the more consolidated digital domain, thus leading to an evident expansion of complex mixed-signal ICs. Currently, DAC (and Analog-to-Digital Converter) performance is often a bottleneck for practical applications because of the non-idealities they introduce, such as poor accuracy, speed limitations, distortions, etc. In a consolidated standard consumer market, many high-speed DACs are commercially available, in particular for video applications or wired and wireless communications, leveraging a variety of modulation and encoding (and sometimes quite sophisticated) schemes to exchange digital information. In space applications, DACs are requested as well and represent a fundamental element either as stand-alone devices or embedded macro inside rad-hard microcontrollers. Their role is crucial for satellite housekeeping or ICs focused on propulsion control.

Space environment requires the employment of radiation-resilient components able to safely operate during the whole system’s life. Thus, in addition to usual requirements for terrestrial applications, the goal for “space” engineers is to design and manufacture high-performance radiation-tolerant or even radiation-hard DACs using standard commercial processes of integration that are inexpensive, easy to maintain, and widely available in the industry.

The main threat for space ICs is represented by high-energy particles, including heavy ions, protons, electrons, X-rays, and gamma rays, which can degrade the characteristics of the internal circuits or, in the worst cases, permanently damage their
behavior. There are two main effects to be considered: Total Ionizing Dose (TID) and Single Event Effect (SEE). TID is an effect working with time and usually brings the IC to a progressive degradation coming from the hole–electron pair generation and leaving behind charge traps in critical parts of the chip (STI, Shallow Trench Isolation, and transistors’ channel); the result is a threshold voltage slightly moving with time (decreasing in N-channel and increasing in P-channel) and in the worst scenario, they may compromise their natural behavior [1,2]. It is worthless to say that a shifting threshold voltage leads to an unstable transconductance (gm) that, for analog applications, has strong impacts in terms of gain, accuracy, and stability of feedback loops.

If TID works with time, SEE is stochastic, and it arises from the impinging of energetic particles, like heavy ions, releasing energy in their passage along active area regions (N-doped or P-doped). In the case of protons, the primary energy release can be the result of secondary particles (e.g., alpha particles) generated by spallation when colliding with specific elements in the chip (e.g., boron in the passivation). SEE, essentially, provides a strong hole–electron pair generation that, in the transistors’ channel, is translated in a drift current (during the hole–electron separation) and diffusion current (during the recombination); both contribute to generating a current spike that, at the circuit level, is seen as voltage spike or, more simply, as a Single Event Transient (SET). SETs affect all active components and for sequential cells (flip flop or latches), they can even change the bit content; in this case, the SET changes its name in SEUs (Single Event Upsets).

SETs and SEUs are typical soft errors but when the energy release is very high, vertical and lateral bipolar transistors (intrinsic in every CMOS technology) can become the source of radiation-induced latch-up, also called Single Event Latch-ups (SELs), which is the main hard error to be considered when designing a space-grade IC.

In this work, the aim has been to develop a rad-hard DAC featuring 12 bits and running at a maximum frequency of 3 MS/s with a target of 300 krad (Si) in terms of TID. The developed DAC prototypes have been characterized using an improved version of the testing methodology under ionizing radiation already used for SRAM [3] and ADC [4]. A 10-bit version of the same DAC downscaled from the 12-bit one has been developed as well [5], as demonstrated by the modularity of the design.

The following section illustrates the state-of-the-art and main approaches to implementing a rad-hard Digital-to-Analog converter. Then, the proposed 12-bit DAC architecture and design countermeasures taken to make it radiation hard are presented. In this section, we discuss the relevant points of the layout style, which has an impact on the resiliency to ionizing radiation, too. Finally, in Section 4, test results both in the lab environment and under radiation are shown.

2. Rad-Hard Digital-to-Analog Converters

In the literature, there are several DAC architectures, each addressing different resolution speed requirements. Among the most popular are the following:

- Type 1—resistive (resistors, switches, and logic ports);
- Type 2—capacitive (capacitors, switches, and logic ports);
- Type 3—current steering (current generators, switches, and logic ports).

Other topologies, such as sigma–delta based [6,7], address more specific applications and performance ranges. Indeed, sigma–delta are less “general purpose” and address more specific applications and performance ranges (namely, they operate on a very-low-frequency bandwidth. Ref. [6] showed a signal bandwidth of 0.1 mHz–50 kHz, while Ref. [7] showed a signal bandwidth of 0.1 mHz–1 kHz. From the electrical point of view, Type 1 is based on the principle of a resistive divider (also called a Kelvin divider). It is simple and monotonic but has several control lines, a high parasitic load at a buffer input and is very variable with code (because of the large number of switches), and poor matching for high bit counts. Type 2 is based on the so-called charge-sharing technique, and its performance is strongly related to the capacitor mismatch. Type 3 is suitable for very high
speeds, but differential (and consequently integral) non-linearity is strongly dependent on the matching of the binary-weighted currents, so suitable averaging techniques are mandatory, especially under radiations.

All these architectures shall be assessed with respect to radiation since they exhibit a different behavior as a response. Current-steering DACs are very sensitive to the total dose and have their accuracy based on matching between MOS and current generators (both unary and binary weighted), and even a little gradient in the variation in the threshold voltages can degrade linearity. On the other side, capacitive DACs being made up of capacitors (generally MIM, Metal–Insulator–Metal) and switches are subject to the hit of high-energy particles, which can alter the charge “content” of the array. The high-energy particle definition for SELs is canonically fixed at 60 MeV × cm²/mg, while for SEUs, it is 10 MeV × cm²/mg.

Resistive DACs represent the best compromise. Indeed, DAC resistors in polysilicon are essentially insensitive to radiation, while switches suffer from leakage currents induced by TID and mitigated by a MOS length greater than the minimum and ELT (Edge-Less Transistor) shapes. In case of a high-energy event, a transient glitch can be observed at the DAC output, but it subsides with the time constant of the DAC (usually a time of a few nanoseconds) and is reabsorbed, so it must be assessed on a case-by-case basis whether it disturbs. TID and SEE issues for DAC digital circuits are similar to those typical of generic digital circuits. For example, the robust design of sequential cells or TMR (triple modular redundancy) is a typical technique to overcome them. The summary of rad-hard performances of a typical DAC analog core and the adopted provisions to make it resilient can be found in Table 1 [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Resistive</th>
<th>Capacitive</th>
<th>Curr. Steer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET</td>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>Λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>Λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHB-AL</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHB-CL</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHB-LL</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The meaning of the last three rows is that there are design levels where the effort to make the DAC resilient is lower or higher (the lower the better). As already mentioned, the key point of resistive architectures is that they allow us to employ silicide polysilicon as a material, which has been demonstrated to be insensitive to the dose [8,9].

For commercial DACs, several tests have been performed in the past on off-the-shelf components, showing to which extent TID and SEE can affect device performance [10–14]. It is worth noting that the main part of commercial components is radiation tolerant or radiation hard up to some tens of krad (Si). Generally, they are based on some kind of resistive architecture, confirming the goodness of such an approach.

Also, the world of academia started to work on this topic to study solutions to rad-hard DAC issues. Some significant examples of a radiation “tolerant” DAC exist at the research stage [15–20]. A few of them will be briefly described below; the first two are based on resistors, while the others are based on current steering. To the authors’ knowledge, there are no examples of research ongoing on a capacitor-based rad-hard DAC.

2.1. Resistor String Rad-Hard DACs in the Literature

Starting from the conventional resistor-based Digital-to-Analog converters, different techniques have been applied to the circuitual, layout, and process levels to make them resilient to the dose. The DAC proposed in Ref. [15] presents the implementation of a four-
channel 12-bit DAC with high-voltage operation that is radiation tolerant in a 0.5 μm BiCMOS technology to achieve the functionality at a high voltage (±15 V) and across a wide temperature range (−55 °C to 125 °C). The canonical R-2R ladder resistor networks are adopted as the starting point to provide necessary resistor matching. Any additional digital calibrations or laser trimmings are needed to obtain a resolution. The resistor network is decoupled from the output by means of an inverting buffer. The DAC can satisfy the circuit specifications for low orbit satellite (LEO) applications to fully support a total ionizing dose of 10 krad (Si) with minimum degradation up to 20 krad (Si).

In this work, an unconventional layout technique considers not only the matching between the MSB (Most Significant Bit) and LSB (Less Significant Bit) resistors but also the matching between LSB resistors, significantly improving the DAC precision and linearity. The resistors of the R-2R ladder are split into a different number of resistors of the same size, which can minimize the mismatches between devices and the relevant parasitic resistance and capacitance. The common centroid layout is not only adopted globally in the whole array but also every local region so that the resistor mismatch caused by stress and temperature gradients is greatly reduced. Moreover, the connections between the entire resistive arrays are realized everywhere with the same metal without vias and multi-layer interconnections so that the system mismatch caused by them is significantly decreased.

For radiations, high-precision polysilicon resistors are chosen since they can meet the requirements of both high-voltage operations and insensitivity to the total dose. In this design, the analog block adopts a high-voltage (HV, ±15 V) design, and the digital block contains both high-voltage and low-voltage designs. In the analog block, the length of the HV MOS transistors is larger than the minimum, which can ensure single event tolerance of the device. Moreover, the tolerance to inter-device leakage is improved by means of guard rings, such as a triple ring of N+, P+, and N-well isolate PMOS and a double ring of P+ and N-well isolate NMOS.

For this DAC, the authors have introduced triple modular redundancy (TMR) to improve the resiliency to single event upsets (SEUs), with penalties in terms of area and speed. For this reason, they have used TMR only in crucial sub-blocks.

Given that electrical performances are those typical of this class of circuits (DNL and INL are <1 LSB in all temperature cases), the behavior of the output voltage under a total dose of ^{60}Co is optimum until 10 krad (Si) and it starts to degrade around 20 krad (Si). This value is suitable for LEO but too low for longer missions.

One more rad-hard R-2R DAC is described in Ref. [16]. It has been implemented in a 0.5 μm SiGe BiCMOS technology, which features wide temperature capabilities and high speeds. A segmented R-2R ladder architecture has been selected for its simplicity, low power, and less active component use. It features eight bits segmented in five binary LSBs and three MSBs with thermometer codes. The reference current generator is implemented with an accurate MOS cascode current mirror starting from an ultra-wide-temperature bandgap reference. In order to make the generators resilient, an MOS length higher than the minimum lithographic length has been used, while RHBD provisions have been taken against SEL. Active N+ (P+) guard rings are added around pMOS (nMOS); N-well and P-substrate contacts are widely used; deep trench rings are added for isolation between pMOS and nMOS; and N-well and n+ source/drain are kept as farther away as possible. The measured DNL/INL at room temperature is well below ±0.5 LSB, while the variability over −120 °C to 180 °C is less than ±1 LSB. Unfortunately, any measurements under radiation are given in Ref. [17], which adopts quite similar architecture.

2.2. Current-Steering Rad-Hard DACs in the Literature

A first example of a rad-hard current steering DAC can be found in [18]. Here, in addition to general electrical requirements (a resolution of 12 bits and a data rate of 80 MS/s), the device shall satisfy radiation tolerance and operation over a cryogenic temperature range (−180 °C to 120 °C) required for lunar applications. The technology
used is a 0.5 um BiCMOS SiGe, which is an expensive and not common process but guarantees immunity to radiation for SiGe bipolar devices.

This current-steering DAC is implemented with a segmented architecture and is made up of three sections: 6 MSB + 4 NSB + 2 LSB (NSBs; Next Most Significant Bits). The blocks that make up the DAC are the following: a segmented current source array with a related current switch logic array, a thermometer decoder, a clock driver, and a bias generator based on a bandgap voltage reference. Partial segmentation for the MSBs is combined with a binary weighting for the LSBs, thus achieving a satisfactory trade-off between circuit complexity and good accuracy and dynamic performance. After a deep analysis, the optimal segmentation has been 6 MSB + 4 NSB + 2 LSB, which results in the best balancing between reduced circuit area for thermometer decoders and static and dynamic performance.

While the switches and relevant control circuits have a conventional topology, the bandgap has been designed to support a wide temperature range (−180 °C to +120 °C). The bandgap utilizes unique SiGe bipolar transistors to generate temperature-independent voltage sources. For radiation tolerance, the focus of the design has been on the total dose, which limits the operation lifetime. Indeed, the total dose changes the threshold voltage of MOS transistors. In current-steering DACs, the output currents are the results of the summation of the precise unit current sources. Since the ionizing radiation can induce a consistent inaccuracy in the unit current cells (by modifying the transistor threshold voltage), the DAC static and dynamic performance, such as the SFDR (Spurious Free Dynamic Range) and ENOB (Effective Number of Bit), are significantly degraded. The provision taken was to use large W/L transistors, which can partially mitigate the threshold shift and cumulative charge. Moreover, as said above, the bandgap is built up with SiGe bipolar transistors available in the technology, which are insensitive to the dose and offer wide temperature capabilities. Also, the layout has been carefully performed using dummy transistors and a large area to improve resiliency to the dose. Moreover, extended guard rings are used to provide isolation between current sources and reduce inter-device leakages.

Several measurements are reported in this paper. The output current varies by around 100 ppm/°C over the temperature range, confirming the validity of the designed bandgap. The measured SFDR at a reduced clock rate (25 MS/s) is −54 dBc at −180 °C, while its degradation at 300 krad (Si) is only 2 dB. This demonstrates that the distortion coming from the inaccuracy of unit current sources caused by total dose is modest. Power consumption at room temperature, exhibits an increase of >15% after exposure up to 300 krad (Si). These results make this DAC suitable for radiation-tolerant applications.

A second version of a rad-hard current-steering DAC is presented in [19]. In this work, the 12-bit DAC is built up with 2\(^{12}\) unit current cells, and the authors analyze the mismatch induced in current cells by a total dose (using the Gaussian distribution for threshold variations). Using radiation parameters taken from the literature and a 65 nm CMOS technology, the evaluated degradation in the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) is from 74 dB (ideal case) to 41.3 dB after a 100 Mrad (Si) dose. To overcome this limitation, a technique that minimizes the mismatch between the unit current cells because of radiation on the threshold voltage \(V_T\) is proposed. It is accomplished by adjusting the body voltage of the current source transistor. During calibration, a simple \(V_T\) extractor plus an ADC is used to read threshold voltage shifts and apply a correction to the body voltage of MOS transistors in each unit current cell by means of a resistive DAC embedded in the cell itself. This allows for the recovery of almost all degradations in the SNR.

Since the same calibration circuitry is used for minimizing the mismatch of all unit current cells, its degradation due to radiation does not have an impact. The technique has been verified by mixed simulation in Spectre\(^\text{®}\) and Matlab\(^\text{®}\), demonstrating that calibration can recover up to 13 dB in the SNR after a 100 Mrad (Si) dose. Even if the proposed
technique is interesting, this paper presents only a theoretical analysis, and any silicon-proven measurements are provided at a high TID (100 Mrad (Si)).

Finally, a third current-steering DAC has been presented in [20]. The DAC is integrated into a 130 nm CMOS technology and features 10 bits with a measured ENOB of 8.73 bits. However, further details are not provided in the paper.

Now, the next paragraph will describe the resistive matrix DAC proposed in this work.

3.3 MS/S 12-Bit Poly-Resistor Rad-Hard DAC

To develop such resilient components, generally, three main approaches have been considered: process enhancement, such as SOI/SOS (Silicon on Insulator or Silicon On Sapphire), called the Radiation Hardening-By-Process, RHBP [21], shielded packages, and finally, design enhancement (Radiation Hardening-By-Design, RHBD [22]). The RHBP approach is more expensive since a special integration process shall be employed, and it shall be maintained for the lifetime of the designed component. On the other side, it allows an optimization of radiation performance without adopting any special design technique. The RHBD methodology allows us to use a standard bulk CMOS process, which has advantages in terms of cost (cheaper), low maintenance cost, and portability. These advantages are obtained at the expense of a larger occupied area due to the RHBD techniques adopted. While RHBP and shielded packages have been already employed for the development of commercial rad-hard analog components, analog RHBD has not yet been extensively applied, and it is mainly confined to the area of high-energy physics experiments [23].

Starting from a known approach to design DAC resistor-based architecture, the resiliency to radiation is obtained only by applying RHBD techniques. The proposed DAC has been integrated into a standard 0.13 μm CMOS, which guarantees good rad-hard performance while allowing a compact mixed-signal circuits design. This technology includes both 1.8 V and 3.3 V MOS; the former has thin oxide and the latter has thick oxide (used for the DAC). The DAC power supply is 3.3 V, but its operations extend up to 3.3 V + 10% (absolute max rating 3.9 V). The goal performance of the integrated DAC is a total dose immunity up to 300 krad (Si), resiliency to latch-up up to 60 MeV × mg/cm², and an SEU of 10 MeV × mg/cm² for the digital control section. The temperature range is −55 °C +125 °C. We have chosen a technology that is relatively mature and has a moderate length scaling since more scaled CMOS processes (such as 90 nm with a reduced gate oxide thickness) seem to be more TID “tolerant”; however, they are more prone to both SEUs and SELs. Indeed, this is due to shorter channels and reduced critical charges for SETs/SEUs.

3.1. Starting Architectures

The approach used to design a resistive DAC is to create in some way 2ⁿ reference voltages employing resistors as the basic element. According to the digital input code, one of these voltage taps is selected as the analog output signal.

In principle, this type of DAC is implemented with a string of 2ⁿ resistors biased by \( V_{\text{ref}} \), which divides the reference voltage into 2ⁿ voltage values (Figure 1). A network of switches, driven by the digital input code \( b_0-b_2 \) (and \( b_n-b_{2^n} \)), allows us to select the corresponding voltage value and to feed to the output or input terminal of a decoupling buffer. In the latter case, the buffer output terminal will be the DAC output terminal. In CMOS technology, generally, a complementary switch is used, which is a switch formed by an nMOS and a pMOS. This represents the simplest way to realize a resistor string DAC.
The monotonicity of this DAC is guaranteed because any tap of the resistor string has a lower voltage than its upper neighbor taps. The accuracy depends on the matching of the resistors and the material they are made of. However, with the increase in the number of bits, the number of resistors, switches, and control lines becomes too large. Moreover, the parasitic load at the buffer input increases and is very variable with the code. A further limitation of this circuit is speed, as the resistor string and the switches introduce a time constant and thus delay the conversion process.

To reduce the capacitance load, it is possible to use a matrix topology called a folded resistor string (or X-Y addressing scheme). An example of the 4-bit resistor string is shown in Figure 2. This solution is also used to reduce the decoder size and the control line number.

The sixteen resistors (for four bits) are divided into four lines and arranged with a serpentine shape connected between $V_{\text{ref}+}$ and $V_{\text{ref}-}$. Each line is selected by one of the decoded MSBs of the input code. $Y_i$ is the output of a decoder that converts the LSBs of the input code, and $X_i$ is the output of a decoder that converts the MSBs of the input code.
The most significant bits select a column of the matrix. That is, a block of adjacent resistors is connected to switches controlled by less significant bits. One of these resistors is connected to the buffer by closing a further switch. The voltage at the terminals of each resistance is a fraction of the reference voltage (V_{RP}-V_{RN}), so the output voltage of the DAC is one of these voltages. V_{RP} and V_{RN} are chosen to be compatible with the input dynamic range of the output buffer, and in any case, V_{RP} is lower than the supply and V_{RN} is higher than the common ground reference. The difference between V_{RP} and V_{RN} determines the maximum output range of the converter in terms of peak-to-peak voltage (V_{pp} or V_{peak-to-peak}). Since there are 2^N resistances, 2^N voltage values are produced. You need to have a switch for each voltage value obtained, and since there are 2^N voltage values, you have the number of transistors being 2(2^N)/2. The factor of two derives from the fact that each switch is complementary. The factor of 1/2 results from the fact that only half of transistors relate to the output. Therefore, the number of transistors connected to the buffer is 2^N [24].

Switches can be implemented as complementary MOS (nMOS and pMOS) or single MOS, depending on the chosen V_{RP}-V_{RN} range. Its size is always a compromise between maintaining a low on-resistance, R_{on}, and low parasitic capacitances. A limit of the resistive divider DAC (in all its variants) is that the number of resistors increases exponentially with the number of bits.

Starting from the consideration that the resistive string solution seems the most promising in terms of simplicity, consumption, and resiliency, the authors developed and verified a 3 MS/s DAC with 12 bit as the embedded interface in microcontrollers. Our target architecture has been the so-called “X-Y addressing scheme with shunt resistor” or “intermeshed architecture” [5,25], which is an improved variant of the folded resistor string discussed previously. The simplified schematic, including X-Y selection switches, is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Schematic of the X-Y resistor matrix DAC [5,25].](image-url)
The coarse interval of voltages is defined by the main resistor string (RCx), while the sub-strings (RFy), placed in parallel to the coarse interval, define the taps for the fine voltages. RCx is selected with switches driven by 6-MSB, while RFx are selected by means of switches driven by 6-LSB. In this design, all resistors are the same size.

This architecture offers the following advantages with respect to the conventional Kelvin divider:

- The number of bits in the control lines is reduced;
- It is possible to keep low the time constant of the resistor matrix without using low-value unity resistors.

Having resistors with not too much of a low value is important since the string consumes less power. The current across them is $V_{RP}-V_{RN}/R_{TOT}$, where $R_{TOT}$ is the total resistance seen between references. Moreover, thanks to this topology, resistors with a suitable value that does not degrade matching can be used. Indeed, the higher the perimeter and the area of the poly-resistor, the better the matching, so the linearity performance of the matrix (and so of the DAC) related to it is improved. Decoders, control logic, and an output buffer able to drive up to 10 pF load have been designed to complete DAC functionalities.

A block diagram is shown in Figure 4, where different colors correspond to digital, analog, and matrix sections, each of them with specific rad-hard provisions.

**Figure 4.** Complete block diagram of the full DAC.

The input 12-bit code is transformed into the X-Y address of the matrix by suitable X (for RCx) and Y (for RFy) decoders. In turn, the X-Y address selects the proper voltage tap that gives the analog voltage corresponding to the given input bit code (such as the selection of a box in a chessboard). Input bits are synchronized by suitable registers, while a control logic supervises DAC operations and realizes the Reset and Hold functions. A closed-loop unity gain buffer decouples the output load from the resistor matrix, thus improving speed performance.

### 3.2. Design Strategy

The sizing of the unit resistor is one of the most critical activities in the matrix design. As mentioned above, its size, area, and physical characteristics have an impact on DAC performance. After selecting the best matrix topology, resistor material is the next crucial choice. In order of priority, adopted criteria are as follows:

- Resistor matching data;
- Resistor value;
- Radiation resiliency.
Resistors based on “active” layers are discarded because of their sensitivity to charges
(hole–electron pair generation in the active region). In the literature, resistors based on
polysilicon layers have been demonstrated to be insensitive against radiation [8] and are
verified in the ADC presented in [26]. Three kinds of polysilicon resistors were available
in the process:

- \( R_{high} \) (high-ohmic poly-Si resistor);
- \( R_{ppd} \) (medium-resistance poly-Si resistor);
- \( R_{sil} \) (salicided poly-Si resistor).

The sheet resistance of the available resistors is 1300, 250, and 7 Ohm/square,
respectively, in the typical case. Extensive statistical simulations (Monte Carlo, MC) for
mismatch and process variations suggested that \( R_{sil} \) performs the best matching behavior.
Figure 5 shows an example of Monte Carlo analysis (1000 runs) performed on the matrix
mid-code voltage, which is the one more affected by mismatches. The achieved Gaussian
mean value is 1.64986 V (ideal = 1.6467 V), while the variance is 274 uV, which is
comparable with LSBs (366 uV for a 1.5 Vpp output range).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu &= 1.64986 \text{V} \\
\sigma &= 274 \text{uV} \\
N &= 1000
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulations for process and mismatch variation (1000 runs): \( RC_x = RF_y = 61 \) ohm [5].

Several trials have been performed for unit resistor sizing using statistical Monte
Carlo outcomes and spectral analysis. Matching is strongly dependent on the resistor area
\((W \times L)\) and weakly dependent on the perimeter \((2 \times (L + W))\). As a “rule of thumbs”, \( W \) shall be from three to ten times the minimum lithographic, and \( L \) shall be from five to ten
squares \((W\text{ is the resistor width and } L\text{ is the resistor length})\). Moreover, the value of
resistors shall be performed in a small way to improve the array time constant, which for
five coarse unity resistors \( R_u \) is approximately given by the following:

\[
\tau_{DAC} = \left( \frac{2^6}{2} \times R_u + 2 \times R_{on} \right) \times (C_p + C_L)
\]

where \( R_{on} \) is the switches’ on-resistance, \( C_p \) is the switches’ parasitic capacitance, and \( C_L \)
is the load capacitance of the resistor matrix, i.e., the input buffer capacitance. However,
power consumption is proportional to \( 1/R_{TOT} \), so the resistor value cannot be too low.

Comparing area occupation (critical parameter), statistical performance (critical
parameter), power consumption, and linearity resulted in \( RC_x = RF_y = 61 \) ohm. The matrix
is composed of \( 2^6 \) \( RC_x \) resistors and \( 2^6 \) fine strings, each of them implemented with \( 2^6 \) \( RF_x \).
The obtained current consumption of the poly-matrix is 410 µA in typ, 350 µA in min, and 465 µA in max process corners.

For Rsil temperature dependance, in the range of −50° to 125°, the resistor absolute value varies around ±25%. However, we think that the difference between resistor temperature in the different matrix portions is not significant since there is no hot spot of power. The current flowing across the string is equal for all resistors.

Some opposite “rules of thumbs” have been followed for the sizing of switches as well.

- Switches on-resistance shall be kept low (i.e., a W/L ratio higher than the minimum) for increasing speed;
- Switches’ size (W and L) shall be small for a reduced parasitic capacitance;
- Length L shall be higher than the minimum lithographic, or an ELT shape shall be adopted [23] to improve resiliency.

A complementary MOS pair (pMOS and nMOS) makes switches on-resistance more constant vs. source/drain voltages, thus mitigating non-linearity in $R_{on}$ and the network time constant. The use of complementary MOS switches helps with clock feedthrough reduction, as well. The time constant of the matrix is proportional to both switches on-resistance and parasitic capacitance. A larger switch has a lower on-resistance (which is proportional to L/W) and a higher area and of parasitic capacitance; thus, a compromise has been found.

The layout of the resistor matrix plays an important role in determining DAC performance. Indeed, the resistance of a real implementation differs from the nominal value, $R_u$, because of processing effects. In particular, the resistor is affected by an absolute error and a relative mismatch, usually with a gradient in one direction. Let us consider, for example, a straight string with unity elements $R_u$. It can be calculated that the resistor INL has a parabolic shape. If the resistive divider is folded around its mid-point, the maximum INL is reduced by a factor of four [27] (in Figure 6 there is an example with four resistors).

![Figure 6. Straight layout (a) and folded layout (b) of a resistor string.](image)

We followed the folding principle by making the layout of a matrix where rows from 1 to $2^e/2$ are placed in the left matrix and rows from $2^e/2 + 1$ to $2^e$ are placed in the right matrix. Moreover, having a resistive matrix layout with a similar length and width is convenient with respect to gradient processing (Figure 7). Red arrows indicate the direction of folding for coarse and fine resistor strings. In addition, fine resistors are intermeshed.
To mitigate total dose leakage as much as possible, the switch layout has been designed with an ELT (Edge-Less Transistor) shape. An example of a switch’s physical layout is shown in Figure 8. It can be noted the annular shapes of the MOS gate reduce intra-device leakage, while supply (VDD) and substrate (GND) guard rings around the transistors overcome inter-device leakage.Latch-up immunity is guaranteed by power and ground rails running in the middle between N-well and P-substrate regions; the positive feedback loop represented by vertical and lateral bipolar transistors (typical of all CMOS manufacturing processes) is cut using biased connections. The penalty in terms of area (only for EGR) is around 20% more than traditional not protected devices. There is no evident penalty for power consumption.

In the digital section, input digital latches, which freeze input bits, can be severely impacted by an SEU (Single Event Upset). Any bit flip can be avoided using robust latches (where additional capacitances are added to the most sensitive nodes) belonging to a custom rad-hard library. For this reason, TMR is not used in this work because a proven rad-hard standard cell library (including sequential cells) is employed for the DAC digital section (control logic and decoders). The clock hardness is guaranteed by short paths and a customized layout to reduce clock signal propagation. IOs are mainly analog and power supply. They do not suffer from TIDs or SELs, as input/output IO-modified pads have been used to guarantee resiliency on TIDs in the internal digital part.

The used rad-hard cells library, implemented in equivalent technologies, has been characterized in the past and validated to be resilient to a TID of 300 krad (Si), an SEU of
10 MeV × mg/cm², and an SEL of 60 MeV × mg/cm². To prevent SETs in the overall DAC layout, an EGR (extended guard ring, such as a triple ring of N+, P+, and N-well, etc.) is placed wherever possible.

The design of the buffer required a bigger effort to avoid analog performance degradation, as well. Figure 9 shows the schematic of the main opamp. It is a two-stage opamp [28]. The first (M1–M9) is a pMOS input symmetrical stage with a mirrored topology. The signal currents generated by the input pair M1–M2 are mirrored by M4–M8 and M5–M9 and delivered to M6 and M7, respectively. The typical achievable gain is 40–50 dB. The second stage (M10–M11) is a conventional inverter with an active load, which further increases. Miller compensation (R<sub>c</sub> – C<sub>c</sub>) is used to achieve frequency stability.

Suitable bias voltages V<sub>b1</sub> and V<sub>b2</sub> are generated by an internal circuit (not shown). Even if push–pull architectures would have guaranteed better load-driving capabilities and lower static consumption, this architecture has been chosen since it guarantees enough gain with a simple topology. Because of sensitivity to the TID, the more complex the opamp, the more probable the degradation of the opamp’s performance.

![Figure 9. Schematic of the opamp used as the DAC output buffer [5] (all nMOS bodies are tied to the ground, the pMOS M1 and M2 bodies are tied to the source).](image)

Rad-hard provisions for the opamp are mainly delegated to layout techniques. Moreover, to allow degradation under radiation, the open loop gain has been kept high. All transistors used in the buffer circuit have been sized by taking into consideration the radiation tests reported in the literature (not minimum W and L) and by applying an ELT shape. The matching of the input pair mainly determines the opamp offset, which reflects a shift in the DAC transfer curve. The radiation-induced threshold voltage shift does not influence the transistor threshold voltage mismatch, as assessed in [29]. We applied a variant of the common centroid topology of an ELT MOS to achieve the physical matching of the input stage. For example, the MOS of the input pair (M1, M2) has a width equal to 160 um each. They have been split into 16 ELTs, each of them placed in a “common centroid” way (Figure 10). In the active load and bias circuits, we have applied the same technique.
The DAC layout is shown in Figure 11 with different blocks identified by labels. Its area is 1.6 mm × 1.4 mm (2.24 mm²). The percentage of area occupation for the various blocks is 75% for the matrix (resistor plus switches); 8% for the logic; <1% for the output buffer; and the rest are at 16% for the signal and supply routing.

4. Test Results

The resistor string DAC has been integrated into a standard 3.3 V 130 nm CMOS process (IHP SG13S). Figure 12 shows the micro-photo (a) and the assembled component (b) in a 32-pin CERDIP (Ceramic Dual-in-Line Package). The overall chip area is 2.5 mm × 2.25 mm (5.62 mm²), including the padframe.
4.1. In-Lab Measurements

The prototypes have been first characterized both in terms of static and dynamic performance. The DAC output voltage range has been set to 1.5 Vpp. The DNL and INL (presented in Figure 13) have been measured by utilizing the so-called “major carrier method” [30], which can be applied for monotonic converters like ours and allows us to save an amount of stored data and time testing time.

The measured DNL is less than ±0.15 LSB, while the INL is less than ±0.2 LSB. These excellent results have been obtained thanks to the accurate layout of the resistor matrix adopting the folded approach and an extensive procedure of try–extract–simulate–repeat. These results make the converter very fitting to be used in DC or quasi-static applications and on-board satellites.

The dynamic performance has been measured by applying a sinewave and using a clock of 1 MS/s and a clock of 3 MS/s. Figure 14 shows the spectrum of the buffered output when a 33 kHz 1.5 Vpp sinewave with a clock of 1 MS/s is applied, while Figure 15 reports the spectrum when a 100 kHz 1.5 Vpp sinewave with a clock of 3 MS/s is used. The ENOB is higher than 10.8 bits for 1 MS/s and 9.5 bits at 3 MS/s. The ENOB represents the number of bits when both noise and total harmonics distortion are considered. At 3 MS/s, the ENOB degrades approximately to one bit. The DAC remains operative at 2 Vpp, but the SFDR is degraded by 5 dB.
Figure 14. Measured spectrum of the buffered output when a 33 kHz 1.5 V$_{pp}$ sinewave with a clock of 1 MS/s is applied (ENOB = 10.8 Bit).

Figure 15. Measured spectrum of the buffered output when a 100 kHz 1.5 V$_{pp}$ sinewave with a clock of 3 MS/s is applied (ENOB = 9.5 Bit).

Intermodulation (IMD) performance (IP3) has been measured, as well. A pair of tones equal to 217.4 kHz + 232.6 kHz are applied with a clock of 1 MS/s at 65 dBc (Figure 16). IMD decreases at 56 dBc when the tones are equal to 652.174 kHz + 697.674 kHz at a clock of 3 MS/s.

Figure 16. Measured IMD (IP3) when the buffered output of two tones with a clock of 1 MS/s is applied (IMD = 65 dBc).
Core power consumption from the supply is below 10 mW with a 3.3 V supply (<200 uW in power down) plus string current consumption. The main part of the consumption is due to the output buffer, driving a capacitive load of 10 pF. The string current consumption is approximately 0.39 mA for a 1.5 V output voltage range.

The proposed DAC architecture is modular and can be easily downscaled. Indeed, the authors also designed a 10-bit version of the DAC intended as a macro for less resolution-demanding applications [5]. Measured DNL and INL performances were quite similar to those of 12 bits (DNL < ±0.1 LSB and INL < ±0.1 LSB), while distortion performance is slightly better at a higher clock frequency (3 MS/s), achieving an ENOB of 9.7 LSBs.

The layout (a) and chip photo (b) of the 10-bit DAC are shown in Figure 17. The macro DAC size is now 890μm × 700μm (0.62 mm²), approximately one-quarter that of the 12-bit DAC, as expected.

![Figure 17. Layout (a) and chip photo (b) of the 10-bit DAC macro [5].](image)

4.2. Measurements under Radiation

The rad-hard 12-bit DAC has been tested under Cobalt 60 at the University of Palermo facility using the RedCat Devices proprietary Leonida Platform. Using a 0.63 rad/s dose rate, the DAC reached 500 krad (Si) with no significant degradation in terms of performance.

By considering the harsh conditions of the environment (rich in radiation), a new testing strategy shall be defined. The traditional measurements performed using a test board where the Device Under Test (DUT) is mounted and a lab set up with equipment suitable to generate waveforms and collect the outputs are not viable. Only the DUT shall be exposed, while the measurement equipment and auxiliary active circuitry cannot be placed under or near the irradiation beams. Remote control of all measurement operations is necessary.

The proposed solution is based on splitting the test board in the following:

- A motherboard (MB), which hosts the signal generation, data acquisition system, and auxiliary circuitry;
- A daughterboard (DB) with the DUT only.

The DB is connected to the MB hosting the control electronics with the DUT by means of flat cables for digital signals and coax cables for critical analog signals.

The MB can be designed in several ways. Depending on the application, it can be a custom board or an off-the-shelf board. The former can contain whatever electronic is needed, with only mechanical constraints, but it has cost penalties, and a specific control software should be developed. The latter, despite being less flexible, is cheaper and can leverage the available development software. We adopted the second approach using an Arduino Due® (Arduino S.r.l., Monza, Italy) [31]. To add more flexibility, we developed a small shield board (a board that can be assembled on top of an Arduino board) with some additional functions (Figure 18). Arduino Due hosts on-board digital signal generators.
(for the generation of bits), accurate ADCs for the reading of the proposed 12-bit DAC output voltage and current consumption, and two DACs to generate the DUT voltage references. The shield includes two LN (Low Noise) buffers for DUT references and current references and LDO for supply and current sense.

Figure 18. Detail of the Arduino 2 board plus a custom shield.

A complete block diagram of the three boards employed for testing under radiation is shown in Figure 19, while a photo of the complete system is presented in Figure 20.

Figure 19. Block diagram of the boards used for tests under irradiation.

Figure 20. Photo of the complete system (MB + DB) for the DAC test of the TID.

As can be seen, in this case, a flat cable manages digital signals while the coaxial cable connects the DAC analog output to the Arduino ADC. Since working frequencies are not so high, a signal integrity analysis is not mandatory, with the exception of some special cases, such as a data converter clock.

The facility environment for the test is organized into three rooms: a hot room, a warm room, and a control room. The hot room contains the IGS-3 gamma irradiator (see
Figure 21a) equipped with a total of 4.31 TBq of $^{60}$Co gamma-ray source and the two test boards.

![Figure 21](image1.png)

Figure 21. Photos of the IGS-3 gamma irradiator (a) and the “logical” split of environments and Hw connections (b).

The control PC and minor instruments are then placed outside the irradiation cell in a shielded room (called a “warm room”) where radiation cannot cause damage. Finally, all equipment within the warm room is remotely managed from the cold room (or control room), which is fully shielded and allows safe access for people (Figure 21b).

The presence of different working rooms leads to difficulties in managing irradiation testing of electronic devices working in active operations. The three rooms are connected with USB and ethernet connections, and it is also possible to remotely control the PCs in the cold chamber by means of a remote terminal application.

In the hot chamber, the Arduino motherboard is shielded by means of lead bricks, while the daughterboard with the DUT is exposed. Figure 22a shows the shielding box (built with lead bricks) still open. The MB is placed inside (the other board is not related to the DAC test), and Figure 22b shows the placement of the MB (protected in the closed shielding box) and DB (exposed). A dosimeter placed near the DUT (not shown in the photo) verifies the exposition rate.

![Figure 22](image2.png)

Figure 22. (a) Shielding box (with lead bricks) still open with the MB; (b) placement of the MB (protected) and DB (exposed).
The approach used for DNL and INL measurements in this specific case is the one shown in Figure 23. The test bits are applied to the DUT; the DAC output voltage is converted to digital by the ADC hosted in the Arduino Due board, and its output bits are recorded remotely by the developed software (Leonida Platform Ver. 20230301). The obtained data can be kept as they are or converted again in analog by means of the following equation:

\[(\text{VRP}_{\text{ADC}} - \text{VRN}_{\text{ADC}}/4095) \times \text{ADC}_{\text{out code}} + \text{V}_{\text{offset,ADC}}\]  

where VRP_{ADC} and VRN_{ADC} are ADC references, ADC_{out code} is the measured digital code, and V_{offset,ADC} is the offset of the ADC. The Arduino ADC references (as measured before the test) are fixed and are equal to VRP_{ADC} = 3.3 V and VRN_{ADC} = 30 mV, and its LSB = 0.798 mV.

For the TID measures, we have applied three digital input codes in sequence to the DAC (corresponding to 0, half-range, and full range) and recorded the code feed by means of the ADC on Arduino Due. We have also recorded the static power consumption due mainly to the analog part, as read by the current sense circuit.

Figure 24 shows the Arduino ADC output code when the 2027 code is applied to the DAC. The absolute median value (2030) is not coincident (or near) to 2047 since, as said, the Arduino ADC has an offset with respect to the DAC range. So, while the DAC output half-range voltage is perfectly 1.65 V (VDD/2), the ADC input half-range voltage is approximately 1.665 V, 15 mV (or 18 LSB). By adding 18 to 2030, we obtain 2048, which is almost coincident with the DAC half-range. We verified that up to 500 krad (Si) read codes remain within ±1 LSB, which is mainly due to the uncertainty in the measure (Figure 24).

A slightly worse behavior has been measured for 0 and 4095 codes, with an uncertainty of ±2 LSB, which always stays the same up to 500 krad (Si).

Current consumption is measured by means of a current sense circuit placed on the shield board. It generates a voltage that is proportional to the supply current flowing across it. Its value is then converted by the Arduino ADC and recorded by the Leonida.
Platform. The measured analog current consumption in mA is shown in Figure 25 when the half-range code is applied to the DAC input. As can be seen, apart from an uncertainty in the measure (due, for example, to low voltage drop on current sense and ADC finite resolution), it is almost constant around 2.7 mA up to 500 krad (Si), as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. DAC analog current consumption as a function of radiation dose for the half-range DAC.

Moreover, in Figure 26, there is a comparison of DAC current consumption as a function of radiation dose for the three codes, 0, 2047, and 4095. As shown, the consumption is higher for the 2047 code, depending on the operation of the DAC output buffer.

Figure 26. DAC analog current consumption as a function of radiation dose for three codes: 0, 2047, and 4095.

On the other side, digital current consumption is very low and impulsive, with an average value <300 uA, which does not significantly change with the TID.

Table 2 presents a comparison of the proposed work with the referenced rad-hard DACs present in the literature. As can be seen, our DAC is competitive while using a standard process (bulk CMOS). This is a strong point since the process is cheaper than BiCMOS and allows the integration of the DAC macro in a more complex chip where a significant digital part is present. Its resiliency performance is superior to that of the others; DLN/INL is in line, while the occupied area is even lower.

Table 2. Performance comparison with some rad-hard DACs taken from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>[15]</th>
<th>[18]</th>
<th>[16]</th>
<th>[17] **</th>
<th>[19]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
<td>8 bits</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
<td>12 bits</td>
<td>10 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>130 nm CMOS</td>
<td>0.5 um BiCMOS</td>
<td>0.5 um SiGe BiCMOS</td>
<td>0.5 um SiGe BiCMOS</td>
<td>65 nm CMOS</td>
<td>130 nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>X-Y R Matrix</td>
<td>R-2R</td>
<td>R-2R</td>
<td>Segmented Current Steering</td>
<td>Current Steering</td>
<td>Current Steering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>3 MS/s</td>
<td>100 kS/s</td>
<td>10 MS/s</td>
<td>80 MS/s</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>15 MS/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNL</td>
<td>±0.15 LSB</td>
<td>±0.23 LSB</td>
<td>±0.2 LSB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INL</td>
<td>±0.2 LSB</td>
<td>±0.67 LSB</td>
<td>±0.3 LSB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFDR</td>
<td>69 dBc</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>55 dBc</td>
<td>54 dBc</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENOB</td>
<td>9.5 bits</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8.73 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>500 krad (Si)</td>
<td>20 krad (Si)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>300 krad (Si)</td>
<td>100 Mrad (Si)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>+3.3 V</td>
<td>±15 V</td>
<td>+3.3 V</td>
<td>+3.3 V</td>
<td>+1.2 V</td>
<td>+1.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>2.24 mm²</td>
<td>20 mm²*</td>
<td>0.25 mm²</td>
<td>6.3 mm²***</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Four channels of the DAC; ** only the simulation was provided; *** includes pads.

Finally, it is worth noting that the Leonida Platform (the control software), in addition to single codes, can also generate ramps of codes, square waves, or sinewaves, as shown in Figure 27. It shows the GUI (Graphics User Interface) of the Leonida Platform that allows us to control several items of the experiment remotely. For example, the upper section allows us to set the filename where acquired data (output DAC voltage) will be stored, the kind of forcing signal to the DAC (ramp, sinusoid, or square), and how many samples are used for it. The graphs at the center of the picture are the representation of the forcing signal.

The section on the right side of the graph at the top allows us to fix positive and negative voltage references for the DAC. Further down, it is possible to force a single DC value to the DAC and to immediately read the measured output voltage.

![Figure 27. Snapshot of the Leonida Platform.](image)

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a rad-hard 12-bit DAC integrated in a 0.13 um CMOS IHP technology. Starting from the most popular topologies and considering requirements on resiliency, we have chosen the resistive architecture. It has been evaluated as the most convenient both in terms of simplicity and radiation hardness. The measured INL is less than ±0.2 LSB and DNL is less ±0.15 LSB. The obtained ENOB is 9.5 bits at a data rate of 3 MS/s. The DAC has been tested under Cobalt 60 at the University of Palermo facility using the RedCat Devices proprietary Leonida Platform and new testing strategies. Measured performance shows no significant degradation up to 500 krad (Si) of ionizing radiation, confirming the effectiveness of the methodology based on the so-called RHBD.

The proposed DAC architecture is modular and can be easily downscaled by acting on decoder size and a fine coarse matrix while maintaining the same floorplan. The 12-bit DAC, together with its downscaled version and the ADC already developed [32],
constitute the basis for the creation of a library of rad-hard data converters as IP macroblocks in conventional bulk CMOS processes.
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